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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to determine:
policies concerning high school graduates;

(a) employment

(b) use of types of adding and

calculating machines as well as computers; (c) types of activities per
formed; and (d) attitudes and skills of applicants.
Business firms in cities in Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, and
Wisconsin were chosen rather subjectively for this study.
questionnaires were sent to them.

Letters and

A 99 per cent return was obtained.

Data was analyzed and tabulated.
The findings present:

(a) employment policies concerning high

school graduates and activities they will perform, attitudes most pre
ferred by employers in employees, and types of tests administered to pro
spective employees; (b) types of employee job-training programs; (c) types
of office machines and computers in use; and (d) helpful suggestions from
employers.

I

i

The findings disclosed the possible employment of high school
graduates who possess certain skills and attitudes; the use of various
adding, calculating, and bookkeeping machines, as well as extensive use
of computers.

Present industrial conditions and government regulations

indicate the need of intelligent and well-prepared accountants.
Possible recommendations are (a) high school business education
teachers should encourage bookkeeping students of high caliber to enroll
in college accounting classes before applying for an accounting position;

viii

(b) students should learn to operate ten-key adding machines;

(c) students

should be familiar with the more common computer terminology; and
(d) teachers must keep up with the rapid changes in the accounting
profession.

ix

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
v

The Problem
A chief concern of the writer has been the adequacy of the
preparation of high school business students for an initial bookkeeping
position.

Some schools have more to offer because they can afford the

use of calculators, adding machines, and other machines provided they
can also secure a faculty sufficiently trained to teach the use of such
machines.

Most business firms find it neither practical nor useful to

hire personnel untrained in the use of business machines.

Automation,

due to lack of equipment and qualified teachers, also poses a problem
for high school business departments.
Working standards and skills in bookkeeping practices vary
greatly from business to business.

Likewise, the most-desired attitudes

and intellectual abilities are rated quite differently by the various
firms.
What methods will best prepare students for a bookkeeping
position?

Additional questions should be asked:

If this is to be done

by the colleges, is high school bookkeeping, as preparatory for pursuing
college accounting courses, justified?
need revision?

Do our present bookkeeping texts

Shall high school bookkeeping be discontinued altogether

or shall there be more intensive drill in theory and fundamentals than

1
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ever before?

Is it more important to be able to debit and credit trans

actions than to interpret what has been recorded?

Need for the Investigation
Bookkeeping methods obviously have undergone considerable
change since the days of Pacioli.

Baldwin describes this quite aptly.

The accountant's job came to the fore during the Indus
trial Revolution. Jobs were broken down and specializations
were being developed. In this process over the years the
bookkeeper's time-honored profession was being both upgraded
and downgraded. It was being upgraded to accountant, public
accountant, and finally certified public accountant. The
downgrading process of specialization led to clerks and
accounting clerks.1
Owing to technological changes, diversification in industry,
complex industrial organization, state and federal government regula
tions, shifting in ownership (stockholders), buying on credit, and man
agement's demand for immediate information have contributed greatly to a
revolution in accounting methods in business.
The role of the accountant in industry has grown in
stature and responsibility concomitant with the growth of our
industry and the increasing complexity of doing business.
Business is subject more and more to the rules and sometimes
the whims of regulatory bodies; business decisions cannot be
made intelligently without regard to today's implications;
and the very complexity of our social system adds to the dif
ficulty of carrying on business. All these create a demand
for more and better records; for more and better reports, and
for more and better accountants.2
To perform these activities wisely and prudently, the account
ant must be of a high intellectual caliber and must have a special
educational background.

^Leland P. Baldwin, "Data Processing:
The Balance Sheet. XLIV (October, 1959), 52-53.

In Perspective,"

^Rae D. Anderson, "Recent Developments in Accounting,"
American Business Education. XV (May, 1959), 199.
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It requires a breadth of education in the liberal arts and
in business administration in addition to instruction in tech
nical accounting areas. The professional accountant must have
good control of grammar and aptitude for mathematics. He must
be able to write his reports clearly and accurately. He must
be well versed in human relations.!
Thus, only through contact with business can the student and
teacher discover what is expected of the future accountant in the com
petitive business world.

Statement of the Purpose
It was the purpose of this study to determine whether high
school graduates are prepared to work in the accounting departments of
our various business organizations today.
In the process of determining this, the writer attempted
through library research and a survey study to find answers to the fol
lowing questions which appeared to be basic:
1.

Do you employ high school students who have no training, some
or much training in operating machines, both manual and electric?

2.

What special types of training programs do you have?

3.

Which office machines are most used in your department?

4.

Do you have computer installations?

5.

Which of the ordinary bookkeeping activities are your employees
expected to perform?

6.

Which attitudes do you consider most essential?

7.

Do your bookkeepers engage in other activities than actual
bookkeeping or accounting?

^-James B. Bower, "Preparation for Advanced Study in Accounting,"
Business Education Forum. XVII (December, 1962), 10.
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8.

Do you expect any important changes to take place soon in your
accounting department?

9.

If so, what are they?

Do you administer any type of tests to applicants?

If so,

what type?
10.

Have you any suggestions which will prove helpful in educating
future accountants?

Delimitations
Delimitations of this study are as follows:
1.

The related literature reviewed was limited to the questions
listed under "Statement of the Purpose."

2.

The surveys of business firms included only those in selected
cities in the states of Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, and Wisconsin.

3.

The business firms used for the study were a selected group,
rather than a random group, which was made up initially of 100
firms from the four states mentioned previously.

4.

The Chambers of Commerce in 96 cities were contacted.

These

.Acities were selected by studying their frequency of advertising
in our most popular national magazines.

Of these, 63 were

finally selected for the survey.
5.

An attempt was made to select a variety of firms.

(Hospitals,

insurance companies, railroad companies, breweries, bottling
companies, retailers, and manufacturers of any type.)
6.

There was no attempt to learn about employee-turnovers and
reasons for such.

7.

No attempt was made to find out which sex is preferred, and for
which job either sex is best suited.

5

8.

Employers were not asked about their preferences of age
for employment.

9.

No information was requested concerning part-time, full
time, or seasonal occupations.

10.

No attempt was made to discover advancement opportunities.

11.

No inquiry about initial salaries was made.

Definitions of Terms
Although the greater part of the terminology to be used in this
study will be readily understood, it seemed appropriate to clarify a few
main terms which have special meaning for the study.
Balancing accounts is the process of determining the balance
of an account, writing it on the smaller side, totaling and ruling the
account, and bringing the balance into the new section of the account.
Balance sheet is a business form which shows what is owned,
what is owed, and what one is worth.
Bookkeeping machine is a complex machine combining features
of computing machines with some provision for writing.

It takes over

much of the labor of bookkeeping; it posts to several accounts simulta
neously and accumulates information to permit summarizing of accounts.
Calculator is a machine capable of doing complicated calcula
tions rapidly, especially multiplication and division.
Closing accounts is the transferring of the balance from one
account to another account.
Comptometer refers to a type of calculator.
Computronic bookkeeping machine is one that computes.

6

Cost accounting provides information on which to base inventory
values and costs of products sold for incorporation into the firm's
published financial statements.
Depreciation of fixed assets refers to the decrease in value
of a fixed asset due to wear or substitution of new models for older ones.
Financial accounting is limited to the development of histori
cal reports and the summarizing of the financial history and position
of the company as a whole.
Fixed asset is an asset which can be used for more than one
fiscal period.
Full-bank adding machine contains many columns of figures,
usually from six to fourteen, running from 1 to 9 in each column; it is
especially useful for the addition or multiplication of large numbers.
In-service training is a means of giving additional training,
at the expense of the company, to those employees currently on the job.
Journal is a book in which the business transactions of a
company are first recorded.
Key-driven calculator is a full-keyboard type of machine
operated by direct key action.

It is best operated by trained personnel;

performs multiplication and division problems, of not more than 5 digits,
rapidly.
Managerial accounting applies to the information given to
management regarding costs, profits, and any pertinent information
for further company expansion.
Petty cash refers to a special cash fund used for payments
i

of small expense items.

7

Petty cash voucher is a receipt used for showing expenditure
from the petty cash fund.
Posting is the transferring of journal entries to the ledger.
Printing calculator refers to a machine which resembles a
ten-key adding machine with additional keys and levers; it adds, sub
tracts, multiplies, and divides, and also prints answers on a paper tape.
Profit and loss statement is a business form which shows
income and expenses and either the net profit or net loss.
Rotary calculator consists of a full keyboard which records
answers in one or more dials; it has a movable carriage and a number of
special operating keys for multiplication and division.
Ten-key adding machine has a keyboard containing the number
keys from 0 to 9 and is operated by touch.
Trial balance is a proof of the equality of the debits and
credits in the ledger.
Work experience is applied to part-time school and work
program for students who wish to obtain experience at the same time that
they are still attending classes.
Work sheet is an analysis paper that provides for the sorting
and the interpreting of the trial balance on a single sheet of paper.

CHAPTER II

V

THE REVIEW OF LITERATURE

This investigation was concerned with the preparation and
employment of high school graduates employed in accounting departments.
The review of literature will be limited to employment of high school
students, initial assignments of such employees without college training,
and preparation for promotion on the job.

Employment of High School Graduates
Businessmen are not always eager to hire our high school gradu
ates.

MacDonald presents an examination of conscience on this subject.
Examine the question whether your graduates are doing the
job for the businessmen that you had expected them to. How
many will enter jobs requiring the bookkeeping you taught them?
How many will be doing routine clerical work they could easily
learn on the job? How many will not be accepted for jobs in
volving bookkeeping theory and procedures until they take ac
counting courses in a business or evening school? How many of
your students have sufficient ability to be able to handle a
bookkeeping job?*As our economy and business expanded, an increasing volume of

transactions required a division of the bookkeeping processes among
several clerks.

With this specialization, a variety of bookkeeping

equipment and methods appeared.

Thus, there is a large gap between

classroom preparation and actual performance on the job.

^Robert D. MacDonald, "Can You Justify Your Bookkeeping?,"
Business Education World. XLIII (October, 1962), 39.
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Henderson has this to say:
As an increasing volume of transactions required the divi
sion of the bookkeeping process among several clerks, the
keeping of special journals and subsidiary ledgers and the re
cording of only their summaries became a necessary and effi
cient practice. With this incipient specialization a miscel
lany of bookkeeping methods and equipment began to appear,
and it became increasingly difficult to prepare the student
for the variety of bookkeeping practices and machines he sub
sequently encountered in the business community.^
Because of the specialization in the accounting departments,
the immediate information requested by management and other interested
persons, a high school graduate who had one year of high school book
keeping can hardly qualify for this type of job.
education.

He needs further

Carlson says:

A person who is satisfied to remain in a routine type of
bookkeeping position can get by with one year of high school
bookkeeping.
If he wishes to advance through home-study
courses, or on-the-job training programs, or evening classes,
two years of high school bookkeeping should be taken.
A college education is essential to an accountant in to
day's world of business. The business leader of today must be
able to speak and write fluently and must have a knowledge and
appreciation of our cultural heritage as well as business and
finance. A year of graduate study is desirable.
Since high school graduates with one year of bookkeeping are
not employable in the so-called accounting profession, their teachers
have a great responsibility to encourage them to continue their education
in business administration and accounting.

If they had a good liberal

arts background, with a generous amount of basic mathematics, they will
be much better qualified to take their place in the accounting field.

■'■Braxton Henderson, "A Broader Base for Bookkeeping Instruc
tion," The Balance Sheet, XLVI (January, 1965), 196.
Arthur E. Carlson, "A Career in Bookkeeping and Accounting,"
Business Education Forum. XVIII (January, 1964), 11.
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Bower states:
It requires a breadth of education in the liberal arts and
in business administration in addition to instruction in tech
nical accounting areas. The professional accounting field is
no place for a narrowly educated person. The professional
accountant has to have a good control of grammar and aptitude
for mathematics. He must be able to write his reports clearly
and accurately. He must be well versed in human relations.^Various motivational devices must be employed to upgrade the
image of the accounting profession to our students.

This can be done

as Flewellen suggests:
Secondary schools have tried; they have organized a stu
dent organization, FBLA, which may attract better students to
careers in accounting. Institutions of higher learning have
established scholarships.
. . . some use the "accountant executive approach" by
which an accountant is assigned to a school. He assumes re
sponsibility for improving the image of the profession in his
assigned school.
More and better literature must be placed at the right
time in the hands of more and better future accountants. In
terest of business firms and governmental agencies must be en
listed. Action to establish a national foundation for
business similar to those in science and the humanities and
o
arts should be considered.
Certain attitudes in the applicant must be inculcated through
both word and example.

One attitude which is imperative is honesty.

But above all, your personal integrity and honesty will
constitute your most valuable qualification for becoming an
accountant. Throughout your career, you will be in key po
sitions of trust, requiring absolute confidence and respect.^

Ijames B. Bower, "Preparation for Advanced Study in Accounting,"
Business Education Forum, XVII (December, 1962), 9.
^W. C. Flewellen, Jr., "Better Accounting Students--A Critical
Problem," Management Accounting, XLVII (February, 1966), 7.
^Accounting for Your Future. A Special Guidance Brochure
(Washington, D. D.: National Association and Council of Business
Schools, 1960), no page numbers given.
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In training office workers for this space age, accuracy is a
very necessary trait.

Imagine how many times an error fed into a machine

will be compounded because of the carelessness and inaccuracy of the
worker.

Forkner gives us an idea of the havoc wrought by inaccuracies:

As high-speed equipment of various kinds takes over many
of the duties of workers, accuracy becomes of increasing im
portance. No longer can a school expect employers to accept
students who have "earned" phony certificates and awards that
permit errors in typewriting, transcription, arithmetic, book
keeping, filing, or any other skill. Numerous examples have
occurred that have caused business and industry to incur large
losses and much inconvenience because of careless errors on
the part of office personnel.^
Illegible handwriting is one of the chief causes of errors and
inaccuracies which cause business firms to lose several million dollars
annually.

Concerning this, Scott states:

Illegible handwriting is costing American industry an
estimated $70 million annually in undecipherable records,
orders, and instructions. If the source material is misread
because it is illegible, the error is then compounded. Cor
recting errors under conditions of automation is time consuming
and costly. Many businesses are now stressing legible hand
writing as one of the most significant of the educational,
fundamentals.^
In conclusion, most employers place more emphasis on attitudes
than on technical skills.

The Cranks bring this to our attention as

follows:
A number of studies have shown that office employees are
discharged much more frequently because they cannot get along
with other persons on the job than because they do not have
sufficient job skills and knowledges. This factor alone
suggests that the development of human relations knowledges,

^-Hamden L. Forkner, "The World of Work in the Space Age,"
Business Education Meets the Challenges of Change, Fourth Yearbook of the
National Business Education Association (Washington, D. C.: National
Business Education Association, 1966), p. 8.
^Wesley E. Scott, "Handwriting: An Important Art in the Age
of Automation," American Business. XXX (March, 1960), 17-19.
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skills,7 and attitudes is a desirable
outcome of education for
"I
business on the high school level.

Training Programs
In cities where there is effective communication between the
business firms and the business departments of high schools, the work
experience program functions rather satisfactorily.

Shilt verifies

this by stating:
The work experience program is for business students in
their senior year of high school. It is a cooperative program
because the businessmen aid the school in the training pro
gram by giving part-time employment to these students. High
school students who wish to participate in this work experi
ence program, and for whom suitable jobs can be found, have
their classes arranged for them so that they can leave school
for the job shortly after lunch. This enables them to be on
the job in time to work a minimum of three hours. The student
is paid by the employer for this work.^
Most employers who have tried the w®rk experience program like
it because it gives them the opportunity to see how a student can perform
under actual working conditions.

Another type of training program which

is much in evidence now is the in-service training program, which gives
additional training on the job either for promotion purposes or for
retraining because of mechanization.

Thomas confirms this in these

words:
World War II brought out a need for extensive and quicker
training. Supervisors were trained to train workers right on
the job. The 1940's and early 1950's show a strong emphasis on

1-Doris H. and Floyd L. Crank, "Desirable Outcomes of Education
for Business at All Levels," New Perspectives in Business Education,
First Yearbook of the National Business Education Association
(Washington, D. C.: National Business Education Association, 1963),
p. 30.
^Bernard A. Shilt, "Education for the Business World--A
Story Told Through Radio," The Balance Sheet. XLIV (September, 1962),
12-14.
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the education of employees for an understanding of the American
business and economic system.

Other Activities
In most businesses today, especially in smaller ones, a socalled bookkeeper may be called upon to do various routine clerical tasks
or act as assistant to the department supervisor.

Freeman presents a

rather comprehensive list of such activities:
It is quite likely that one or more of the assistants may
be doing some other office work in addition to the bookkeeping
duties. She may be helping out as a receptionist, typist,
stenographer, secretary, file clerk, billing clerk, or book
keeping machine operator.2
Carlson states the benefits accruing to the bookkeeper who
performs additional tasks:
In small organizations, bookkeepers often handle corre
spondence, meet customers, and perform many office duties in
addition to bookkeeping work. The greater the variety of
office duties that a bookkeeper is prepared to perform, the
greater the chance that he will secure a good bookkeeping
position.^

Applicants' Employment Tests
Applicants entrance tests may consist of either oral or
written tests.

They may be personality tests, general intelligence

tests, basic knowledge tests, or very specialized aptitude tests.

Some

employers use them only as a reference and lay much greater stress on the

^Benjamin F. Thomas, "In-Service Training Programs of
Business," American Business Education. XVIII (October, 1961), 49-53.
^M. Herbert Freeman, "Desired Outcomes in the Development of
Vocational Competence," New Perspectives in Education for Business, First
Yearbook of the National Business Education Association (Washington,
D. C.: National Business Education Association, 1963), p. 44.
^Arthur E. Carlson, "A Career in Bookkeeping and Accounting,"
Business Education Forum. XVIII (January, 1964), 11.
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observations they make while interviewing these applicants.
heavily on the results of such tests.

Others rely

Some employers probably need more

instruction in the interpretation and use of test results.

Not under

standing their use or value, businessmen may refrain from administering
them.

Trueman presents some interesting information on this subject:
A competent administrator can use test scores to supple
ment his judgment. However, instead of supplementing his judg
ment on a prospective employee, tests are often used in place
of it. In this case the hiring procedure becomes impersonal,
something which is definitely not wanted since test scores do
not give the complete picture of how an employee can function
on a job. While intelligence tests may measure what admini
strators are looking for, the same doesn't hold true for person
ality tests. Since more tests are being used, administrators
should be trained in their use and their interpretation.^

Manual Bookkeeping
Manual bookkeeping is relatively obsolete except in very small
businesses with a limited volume of book work.

The traditional tasks

which were laboriously journalized and posted are now performed by com
puters, various types of bookkeeping, posting, and billing machines.
Increased industrial production and expanding business operations require
business offices to process increasing quantities of information.

Sweatt

suggests that, "Because manual procedures were inadequate, mechanical
means of processing were s o u g h t . M a u t z emphasizes this fact by stating
"Hand-kept and hand-posted bookkeeping systems may soon become a matter
of historical interest only."^

1-Allen K. Trueman, "In Personnel, 'Flexible' Is the Word,"
Administrative Management, XXVI (January, 1965), 25.
^Basil 0. Sweatt, "Concept Changes Related to Mechanization of
Accounting Procedures," National Business Education Quarterly, XXXI
(March, 1963), 15-20.
^H. K. Mautz, " . . . about the Future of Bookkeeping and
Accounting," Business Education Forum, XX (December, 1965), 13.
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To this may be added the statement by David:
Manual bookkeeping or accounting activities are ineffi
cient data processing activities. Contrast the laborious and
inefficient posting of the journals, the accounts receivable
ledger, and the general ledger with the more efficient methods
of posting by accounting machine, punch card accounting ma
chine, electronic accounting machine, and computer. Manual
bookkeeping and accounting procedures usually are found in only
the smaller firms today.^

Machine Accounting
With the passing of manual bookkeeping, the use of office
machines such as adding machines, calculators, and various types of
bookkeeping machines became prominent.

These machines are still in

demand in businesses which cannot invest in expensive electronic systems.
Even if computers have been installed, these machines still serve a very
necessary purpose of preparing the work for the programmers.

Conse

quently, training in the manipulation of such machines is necessary.
However, if schools are unable to invest in these machines, an operational
skill can be acquired on the job.

O'Brien suggests:

Instructions should be provided on modern business machines
with special emphasis on the operation of the ten-key adding
machine, full keyboard adding machine, and the electric
typewriter.
According to Nelson, these machines can perform all the routine
clerical jobs.
Bookkeeping machines perform all the necessary operations
in keeping books. They enter debits and credits and strike
balances. Posting machines enter separate items and balances
on a ledger sheet. Billing machines are used in many offices.
They consist of a combination typewriter and calculating

lHarry D. David, "A Modern Perspective of the Offices for
Business Teachers," Journal of Business Education, XXXX (May, 1965), 332.
^M. Claire O'Brien, "Automation, Office Occupations, and Busi
ness Education," Business Education Forum, XVIII (October, 1963), 27.
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machine with both letters and numbers on the keyboard.
are used for making out bills to send to customers.^

They

Black and Champion comment on the accuracy and time-saving
elements of these machines.
Electromechanical (semiautomatic) machines increase the
accuracy and legibility of accounting records as well as the
speed with which the work is done. They facilitate proofs of
the accuracy of journalizing and posting, they also provide
an excellent opportunity to perform several stages of account
ing work such as the preparation of an original source docu
ment, journal, and ledger, with one writing.^
Of equal or even greater value is the conservation of both
mental and physical energy which results in more efficient production.
Archer, Brecker, and Frakes comment as follows:
When you push yourself constantly to get something done,
chances are you may not do it well. The same applies to office
operations.
If workers become exhausted mentally and physi
cally, the accuracy of their work suffers; and in the long run,
their output decreases. Once again the machine becomes the
valuable ally of the office staff.

Computer Accounting
Accounting is being influenced more and more by computers.

As

we have mentioned previously, even small businesses can avail themselves
of the service of a computer.

As the Cranks point out, the advantages

of this type of accounting consist in creating new and varied jobs.
Automation in the business office is expected to create
new types of jobs in accounting, calculating, computing, book
keeping, and the like. These new jobs will result from

■*-Ed. 0. Nelson, "Science and Accounting," The Accounting Review
(October, 1949), 359.
^Horner A. Black and John E. Champion, Accounting in Business
Decisions (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1961), p. 242.
3Fred C. Archer, Raymond F. Brecker, and John C. Frakes,
General Office Practice (Chicago: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1958),
p. 59.
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efforts to handle information which had been previously
uneconomical to acquire.1
Only large corporations, due to the tremendous expense of
installing automated equipment, have been able to avail themselves of its
services.

However, medium-sized corporations may install equipment for

partial automation.

Freeman's comment on this subject is quite

enlightening.
Many large business firms have moved rapidly in the direc
tion of automation in the office. Many corporations are now
using machines to perform most of the bookkeeping operations
formerly done by a large staff of bookkeeping clerks. . . .
However, the high cost of renting or buying the complicated
equipment needed in the fully automated accounting operation
has kept many medium-sized firms from making radical changes
in their accounting systems and procedures. These companies
, have introduced automated systems for handling some specialized
bookkeeping operations like payrolls or inventories.2
In contrast to the above statement Anthony asserts:
The first computers were acquired by the federal govern
ment and by large companies, but their use is becoming common
in smaller companies. This trend will continue partly because
equipment especially designed for smaller companies is being
developed and because facilities are being set up so that
several companies can share a single computer.^
Information processing is increasing in volume and at a
tremendous rate.

Government regulation, management's growing interest

in controlling costs of production, and the availability of fantastic

^Doris H. and Floyd L. Crank, "Desirable Outcomes of Education
for Business at All Levels," New Perspectives in Education for Business.
First Yearbook of the National Business Education Association (Washington,
D. C.: National Business Education Association, 1963), p. 26.
^M. Herbert Freeman, "Desired Outcomes in the Development of
Vocational Competence," New Perspectives in Education for Business, First
Yearbook of the National Business Education Association (Washington,
D. C.: National Business Education Association, 1963), p. 45.
^Robert N. Anthony, Management Accounting.(Homewood, 111.:
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., I960), pp. 595-596.
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technical improvements available to handle our processing needs have
contributed their share to this tremendous amount of information
processing.^

This will enable even many medium-sized corporations to

afford this equipment, according to Henderson:
Recent breakthroughs in both cost and size of electronic
computers indicate that much more of the bookkeeping function
will be processed on such equipment and that this processing
will be economically feasible for a wider range of types and
sizes of business organizations. Only a fraction of the
potential of automation has been realized, and the bookkeeping
student can be expected to encounter an expanding miscellany
of bookkeeping equipment in business communities in many
geographical areas.
Now that we realize that some type of automation, even in
medium-sized and smaller business firms, will be employed to process
information, it becomes the responsibility of high school teachers to
continue teaching zealously the fundamentals of bookkeeping.

Forkner

gives us the reason.
Even though automated equipment is used, it is still
necessary to know and to understand the records automated
equipment can produce. Of even more importance is the fact
that before business data can be organized for automatic pro
cessing, it is necessary to know the fundamentals of book
keeping because machines can only produce the kinds of records
that they are directed to produce. This means that the one
who plans the work for data processing on automated equipment
must know what accounts are to be. debited and what accounts
are to be credited for each type of transaction.

^Norman F. Kallaus, "Automation and Business Education:
Problems, Progress, Predictions," Business Education World, XLII
(June, 1962), 9.
O
^•Braxton Henderson, "A Broader Base for Bookkeeping Instruc
tion," The Balance Sheet, XLVI (January, 1965), 196.
^Hamden L. Forkner, "Bookkeeping _Is Data Processing," The
Balance Sheet. XLIII (February, 1962), 269.
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Musselman reminds teachers of their responsibility, through
guidance and education, to emphasize and develop certain knowledges and
traits in future accountants in our automated offices.
In this day of mechanization and automatization of routine
tasks we must emphasize the why in teaching accounting. Data
processing, as practiced in business today and tomorrow, de
mands an upgrading of knowledges, skills, and attitudes among
office employees. We must teach students to reason, to solve
problems, to reach conclusions, and to make decisions.^
According to Hale, computers demand people with superior
intelligence and logical thinking and decision making abilities.
The qualifications and functions of employees is one of
the most important effects of automation. Computers need
people of above average or superior intelligence, possessing a
reasonable degree of manipulative and considerable mathema
tical ability. Machine personnel will need to be able to read
and work easily with numbers, follow directions intelligently,
reason logically, and understand and analyze problems, and be
able to make quick decisions.^

Present Day Accounting Concepts and Ideas
Today's accountant is no longer an old-time clerk, sitting on a
high stool and wearing a green eye-shade.

He is not merely a clerk, but

a key man on the management team.
The modern accountant is an executive, an idea man who
works with people. He works closely with the engineers, pro
duction managers, sales directors, and research men. In pub
lic accountancy, he consults with a wide variety of different

■'■Vernon A. Musselman, "'How' Versus 'Why' When Teaching
Accounting," Business Education Forum, XX (February, 1966), 23.
^Jordan Hale, "The Effect of Automation on the Clerical
Employee," The Clerical Program in Business Education, Sixteenth Yearbook
of the American Business Education Association (New York: New York
University Bookstore', 1959), p. 93.
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kinds of businesses and organizations. He analyzes, inter
prets, counsels, and creates sound management concepts and
values.1
Many new concepts have arisen in modern accounting.

Besides

debiting and crediting transactions, the accountant must analyze these
debits and credits to assist management in proper decision making.
has become known as managerial accounting.

This

Black and Champion explain

it thus:
Much of the work of accounting is directed toward helping
management in the day-to-day operations of the business; in
vesting and withdrawing of capital by owners, buying goods,
personnel services, and production facilities; borrowing or
lending money; selling goods or services; paying debts and col
lecting debts owed by others; protecting property; and distri
buting income.^
With increased production, greater labor force, more expensive
equipment, and diversification in industry cost accounting is becoming
prominent.

Leerburger gives a detailed account of the tasks of the cost

accountant.
The cost accountant must know how to collect and evaluate
information relating to the entire business. He is often
asked to prepare figures showing how the use of various manu
facturing methods would affect the cost of the product. These
figures will assist management in determining the proper course
of action under particular competitive conditions.
It provides a precise breakdown factor by factor of the
cost of operations. When a company manufactures a new product,
the management calls in the cost accountant to determine the
cost of the new item. Working with available data about the
cost of most materials, cost of labor, depreciation of
machinery, advertising, and sales expenses, plus such overhead
expenses as rent and fuel, the accountant reaches his

lAccounting for Your Future, A Special Guidance Brochure
(Washington, D. C.: National Association and Council of Business Schools,
1960), no page numbers given.

Decisions

2Homer A. Black and John E. Champion, Accounting in Business
(Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1961), p'. 7.
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conclusion as to what it will cost to make the product. With
that estimate at hand, the management can then tackle the prob
lem of deciding how much the product should sell for in a com
petitive market.^
Nelson supplies information concerning another function of the
financial accountant.
Usually the financial accountant will prepare a monthly
statement for the company's management showing how the com
pany is faring. At least once a year and sometimes quarterly
the financial accountant reports on the company's financial
health to the stockholders by preparing a balance sheet.2
Another phase of the accounting cycle is closely connected with
state and federal government tax regulations.
Tax accounting not only deals with the preparation of
individual income tax returns but also sets up systems for
keeping tax records and reviews tax returns for business
establishments. You would advise clients on proposed business
transactions also. You will be well-informed on both tax laws
and new regulations and court decisions interpreting the many
aspects of taxation.^
Mechanization and automation have given rise to the systems and
procedures analyst.

His duties, however, include other aspects of

accounting.
Systems and procedures specialists aid the very large
companies in setting up accounting systems and office proce
dures at lowest possible cost. You will be establishing
standardized procedures and machine methods. You will make
special investigations in many problem areas--profit decreases,
contract obligations, bankruptcies, utility rates, and many

■'"Benedict A. Leerburger, "Accounting," Encyclopedia Inter
national . ed. George A. Corish, I (1963), 33-35.
^Ed. 0. Nelson, "Science and Accounting," The Accounting Review
(October, 1949), 355.

3

Accounting for Your Future (Washington, D. C.: National
Association and Council of Business Schools, 1960), no page numbers
given.
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others. Sometimes you will even give testimony in court or
assist in the reorganization of a company.^
Control accounting is done by the controller of a company.

He

directs the total accounting program-safeguards company property, com
pares performance records, rules on expense accounts, and coordinates
sales forecasts and profit plans.
The professional accountant defends the image of the conventional
accountant.

He realizes that conventional accounting principles need some

improvement and that accounting research should be emphasized.^
The most recent development in accounting deals with economics.
They can hardly be isolated, since it is the individual economic units
that constitute the economy.

National income is an aggregate of incomes

of these individual economic units.

For our purpose here, we will concern

ourselves merely with a definition of macro- and micro-accounting
presented by Yu.
Micro-accounting consists of financial accounting, cost
accounting, managerial and institutional accounting.
Macro-accounting consists of these five segments:
(1) national balance sheets, (2) national income accounts,
(3) output-input tables, (4) flow-of-funds statements,
(5) balance of payments.3

Education of Accountants for the Future
From the material that has now been presented in this study,
we realize that lower caliber students can hardly qualify for a position
in any of the varied avenues of accounting.

1Accounting for Your Future (Washington, D. C.: National
Association and Council of Business Schools, 1960), no page numbers
given.
^Ibid.
^S. C. Yu, "Micro and Macro Accounting," The Accounting Review,
XLI (January, 1966), 8-20.
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Tonne gives us a glimpse of the vast store of knowledge needed
by today's accountant.
The new accountant must be more than an accountant. He
must have awareness of the impact of chemistry, physics, mathe
matics, social science, and even philosophy upon the best use
of his instrument.^
Binnion believes that, "the inclusion of economic, managerial,
and marketing understandings are as much a part of bookkeeping and
accounting as are the knowledges connected with banking services and
payroll procedures."^
Students must be familiar with promotion possibilities within
the accounting field.

Many of our top managers, presidents, vice-

presidents, or other important officials of large corporations were at one
time employed as managerial or cost accountants.

^-Herbert A. Tonne, "Accounting as a Basic Business Competency,"
The Journal of Business Education, XXXVII (November, 1961), 49.

Workers:

2john Binnion, "Bookkeeping and Accounting for All Office
A New Approach," The Balance Sheet, XLVI (March, 1965), 335.

CHAPTER III

r

PROCEDURE

The questionnaire survey method was considered adequate to
determine what business firms employ bookkeepers and how their type of
bookkeeping fits in with what the students have been learning in the
classroom.
The business firms for the survey were selected rather sub
jectively.

The most widely-read and popular magazines were perused for

advertisements by leading businesses in cities in the four states of
Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, and Wisconsin.

A list of the cities having

the greater number of advertisements was compiled.

When compiled, the

list included 27 cities in Illinois; 25 in Iowa; 17 in Minnesota; and 27
in Wisconsin.

(See Exhibit A, page 60).

On February 23, 1965, a duplicated letter (See Exhibit B,
page 61), requesting the names of businesses located in each city, was
sent to the Chamber of Commerce in that city.

Twenty-one replies came

from Illinois; 22 from Iowa; 13 from Minnesota; and 20 from Wisconsin.
Of the 96 cities contacted, 76 or 79 1/67*, of the Chambers of Commerce
replied.
These Chamber of Commerce lists were utilized for the number
of employees in each firm or business organization mentioned.

This infor

mation was needed as a basis for interviewing organizations of various
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sizes, the number of employees ranging from 1 to over 10,000.

Information

was lacking for 13 cities.
The final choices were:

(See Exhibit C, pages 62-66).
No. of
Cities

No. of
Firms

Illinois

15

26

Iowa

20

30

Minnesota

10

14

Wisconsin

18

30

63

100

State

Total

On March 25, 1965 , a letter (See Exhibit D, page 67)

and a

two-page questionnaire (See Exhibit G, pages 70-71) were sent to the
selected business firms.

Before three weeks elapsed, 337, responded.

Owing to flood conditions, on April 25, the same letter with a notation
added (See Exhibit E, page 68), was sent to the firms from which no reply
had been received.

This brought answers from 407» more, or approximately

737» in all.
In order to avoid confusion--because the writer transferred
from Iowa to Wisconsin--correspondence was dropped until the fall of 1965.
At this time a card (See Exhibit F, page 69) was dispatched to the
remaining organizations not replying.

This brought the number of replies

up to 997o.

Use of Card File
A 5" X 3" card file, containing the names of the business and
address was maintained.

As questionnaires were returned, a check mark

was placed toward the bottom of the card and the number of employees
(32) and the number in the accounting or bookkeeping department (3)
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were written on the right hand side of the card.

This served as a handy

reference when it was necessary to send the follow-up letter and card.
For comparative study, YES or NO was written at the bottom of the card
to indicate the use of computers.

(See illustration below)

1.

ATLANTIC, IOWA

Henningsen Steel
501 West 2d
Atlantic, Iowa

32
3

•
No

Treatment of the Data
The replies to the questions were carefully studied and some
of the results tabulated.

Some points of interest, such as number em

ployed by the entire business and by its accounting department, are rele
vant only insofar as they indicate whether partial or complete computeri
zation of accounting

activities is used.

Therefore, no tables of number

employed in the business or its accounting department were compiled.
Since every business performs the traditional bookkeeping activities, the
results were not tabulated.

Furthermore, accounting has become so

specialized that any one individual does not need to perform every one of
the traditional bookkeeping activities listed.
from one business firm to another.

However, this varies
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Practically every employer takes for granted that applicants
for a job possess the attitudes listed; therefore, not all followed the
directions which stated to number them in the order of their preference.
Some employers consider many or all of them equally important and so they
either did not number them at all or devised a numbering system of their
own; such as 1, 2; 1, 2, 3, 4; or 1A, IB.

In spite of this fact, a

tabulation based on the correctly answered questionnaires was constructed
Those questions and answers which can really prove helpful in
changing and improving teaching methods and textbook material and which
will, therefore, be given greater consideration are (1) employing of high
school graduates and the work they will be assigned; (2) types of job
training programs sponsored by the business; (3) most commonly used
business machines; (4) other activities performed by high school gradu
ates; and (5) entrance tests administered to applicants.
The comments and suggestions offered by the heads of the
accounting departments are valuable material for the final chapter of
this survey study

CHAPTER IV

£

FINDINGS

The questionnaires contained some very helpful suggestions and
information.

By evaluating the replies thoughtfully and carefully, one

obtains a glimpse of modern trends in bookkeeping and accounting.

Most

accounting departments employ mainly males who possess a Bachelor of
Science degree in accounting or a high school education plus many years
of experience.

Most of the female help performs the routine clerical

tasks involved, such as posting on bookkeeping machines, checking cash
receipts, preparing deposits, writing checks, filing, typing, and
operating various adding and calculating machines.

However, high school

graduates are employed with the understanding that they will start with
the "lowest job" which might be filing, mail routing, or some type of
general office work in order to become acquainted with the business orga
nization and its policies and principles.

Very small firms usually hire

an accountant and thus need only a general office clerk to perform the
routine clerical tasks.
Specialization has also penetrated our modern accounting
departments.

No one individual needs to perform all the bookkeeping

activities presented in our high school textbooks.

However, a knowledge

in all the areas of bookkeeping activities is helpful in a variety of
special assignments.
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Most firms have installed some type of computer or IBM unit or
prepare their information to be processed at a central office.

There is

no relation between number employed and installation of computers.

In

some cases the installation of computers depends on the industrial out
put, for computers are used in machine scheduling.
Chapter III indicated which questions were not to be used in
the tables and the reasons why they were not to be tabulated.

Since the

writer was especially interested in the machines and computers used,
these have been accorded considerable analysis.
Totals will not usually appear at the end of the tables.

These

will not always tally with the number of firms responding,,since not all
of the 99 business organizations will be using the rotary calculator, or
be employing high school graduates, and so forth.

Number of Businesses Employing High School Graduates
Table 1, page 30, indicates that 90 of the 99 firms, or
approximately 917., employ high school graduates.

We can assume that those

who hire high school graduates do so with about the same reservations as
do those listed under Other in the Table.

Approximately 67. definitely

do not employ high school graduates; and 3% failed to reply to this par
ticular question.

Of the 917. who employ high school graduates, 47. indi

cate which type of high school graduate qualifies for employment in their
departments.

Variety of Jobs Assigned to High School Graduates
The data in Table 2, page 31, substantiates the fact that most
employers do not immediately admit high school graduates to the accounting
department, but start them on a "lower rung of the ladder" until they
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become acquainted with the business organization.
ates may never advance additionally.

Some of these gradu

From this table we may also infer

that most employers do not make too much distinction between those
applicants who have had office machines in high school and those who did
not, since all are accorded the same job in some firms.

As the table

shows, there are some responsible tasks which are assigned only to those
who have had some training in machine operation.

The table also indi

cates the almost endless variety of tasks to be performed--as varied as
the business organizations.

TABLE 1
NUMBER OF BUSINESSES EMPLOYING
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES

Response

Number
Responding

Employ High School Graduates

86
%

Do Not Employ High School Graduates

6

No Reply

3

Other
Depending on qualifications
Sometimes, but not always
Female, but not male
As clerk typists only
Total

1
1
1
_1
99

Types of Employee Job Training Programs
According to Table 3, page 32, 65 firms believe in training
their employees on the job.

Twenty-two cooperate with the schools in
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TABLE 2
JOBS ASSIGNED TO HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES WITH OR WITHOUT
TRAINING ON MANUAL AND/OR ELECTRIC OFFICE MACHINES

Training on Machines
Manual and/or
Electric

None

Manual

Job Training

2

3

3

Clerks
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
1.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.

1
4
3
1
3
1
3
1
1
2
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

3
1
1
0
3
1
5
3
1
2
0
0
0
1
2
0
0

5
1
1
0
3
1
4
1
1
5
1
1
1
0
2
l._
1

1
1
1
2
2
1
0
0
3
3
1
1
3
1
1
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
8
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
2
1
0
2
0
0
0

0
2
0
4
2
1
1
1
0
0
0
2
2
1
1
4
1
1
1

0

0

1

Initial Jobs of High School Graduates

Accounting
Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable
Code Clerk
Cost
Commissions
General
Invoicing
Junior Accounting
Payroll
Sales
Senior Accounting
Shipping
Tub
Typist
Utility
Verifier

Billing
Bookkeeping
Handling Orders
Routine Clerical
Mail Routing
Posting
a. On Bookkeeping Machine
b. On Burroughs Sensimatic
General Office Work
Filing
Secretary of Company Accountant Clerk
Keypunch
Various
Depends on Need and Ability
Messenger
Operating Machines
General Typist
Reports and Statistical
Production Control
Review, Approval, Timekeeper,
Accounting Distribution
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their communities to observe how students react on the job under actual
working conditions, and only four conduct pre-service training programs.

TABLE 3
TYPES OF JOB TRAINING PROGRAMS
OFFERED TO EMPLOYEES

Type of
Training Offered

Number of
Responses

In-Service

65

Work Experience

22

No Such Training Programs

18

No Response

6

Pre-Service

4

What the table does not show is that 9 firms conduct both inservice and work experience programs; one, the in-service and pre
service; and three utilized three types of training programs.

Possibly

the pre-service program is too much of a risk to the company; whereas,
the business might feel inclined to train a promising employee for pro
motion or retrain him because of automation.

The business has nothing

to lose if the employee participating in the work experience program is
unemployable, since there is the possibility that a future participant
in this program will be employable.

Types of Full-Bank Adding Machines in Use
This machine is very desirable for listing large figures.

For

purposes of double checking, this machine is very effective since the
keys stay depressed until the motor is activated.

It is in demand for
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listing large bills or invoices, totaling large cash accounts, proving
payroll records, and computing detailed sales data.

TABLE 4
TYPES OF FULL-BANK ADDING MACHINES USED AND
NUMBER OF BUSINESSES USING THEM

Make

Manual

Burroughs
Various
Monroe
Victor
National Cash Register
Sundstrand
Clary
Friden
National
Remington

4
1

7.7

-

—

-

—

1

1.9

-

—

-

—

Per Cent

—
—

1.9

” ““

Electric

Per Cent

23
12
8
5
2
2
1
1
1
1

44.2
23.1
15.4
9.6
3.8
3.8
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9

Table 4 indicates that 52 firms, or 52.5%, of the 99 firms use
the full-bank adding machine.

Obviously the Burroughs is the favorite.

The table does not show that four firms operate both manual and electric
machines, and only two have retained the manual.
Various implies that some businesses patronize various manu
facturers of the full-bank adding machine.

It would be more satisfying

to know just what types are used by those making this reply.

^ Types of Ten-Key Adding Machines in Use
According to Table 5, page 34, the Burroughs again is the
favorite.

Of the 99 firms responding, 86 utilize the services of this

machine.
Twenty-nine firms which specified their make used more than one
brand; one firm used both manual and electric; and two firms used manuals
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TABLE 5
TYPES OF TEN-KEY ADDING MACHINES USED AND
NUMBER OF BUSINESSES USING THEM

Make

Manual

Various
Burroughs
Monroe
Victor
Friden
Remington
Olivetti
Underwood
Sundstrand
Comp tograph
Marchant
Add-O-X
Clary
Remington Rand
Smith Corona Marchant

Per Cent

1

1.5

-

—

-

—

-

—

-

—

1

1.5

-

—

-

—

1

1.5

-

—

-

—

-

—

-

—

-

—

“

*“ “

“

Electric

Per Cent

28
20
13
13
8
8
6
6
4
3
2
1
1
1
1

32.5
23.2
15.1
15.1
9.3
9.3
6.9
6.9
4.6
3.5
2.3
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

Apparently the Monroe and Victor do satisfactory work, and may
soon be as popular as the Burroughs.
This type of machine is useful for numbers involving only a
few digits,

l^t is useful in listing bills, receipts, small checks,
J

service charges, and expense-account sheets.

Since the training period

required to learn to operate this machine is short, it has increased in
popularity.
t

Types of Printing Calculators in Use
According to Table 6, page 35, the printing calculator is not
too widely used.
lator.

Of the 99 firms 44, or 44.4%, possess a printing calcu

This time the Burroughs does not head the list, but the Olivetti

seems to be the favorite.

The table does not inform us that nine firms

operate more than one brand.
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TABLE 6
TYPES OF PRINTING CALCULATORS USED AND
NUMBER OF BUSINESSES USING THEM

Make

Manual

Per Cent

.

Various
Olivetti
Monroe
Marchant
Remington
Victor
Burroughs
Clary
Friden
LaGamassino
Smith Corona Marchant
Totalia
Underwood

-

—

-

—

-

—

-

—

-

—

-

—

-

—

-

—

-

—

-

—

“

—

—

Electric

Per Cent

17
10
7
4
4
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

38.8
22.9
15.9
9.1
9.1
9.1
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3

Trained operators are needed to operate this touch system
machine.

I^t can add and subtract and handle otherwise cumbersome multi

plication and division with amazing speed.

Ratio, discount, and interest

can be computed efficiently.

Types of Key-Driven Calculators in Use
In Table 7, page 36, from among the 99 firms 37 have installed
key-driven calculators.
are equally popular.

According to the table the Friden and Marchant

Apparently ten organizations use more than one brand

of key-driven calculator.
The keyboard of a key-driven calculator resembles that of a
full-bank adding machine.
and divide very rapidly.

A trained operator can add, subtract, multiply
Its speed enables it to make computations of

cash discount, bills, time cards, inventories, sales taxes, and payroll
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TABLE 7
TYPES OF KEY-DRIVEN CALCULATORS USED AND
NUMBER OF BUSINESSES USING THEM

Make

Manual

Var ious
*
Friden
Marchant
Monroe
Burroughs
Comptometer
Monroe Matic
Remington
Smith Corona Marchant

Per Cent

-

—

-

—

-

—

-

—

Electric

Per Cent

12
10
10
6
5
1
1
1
1

32.4
27.0
27.0
16.2
13.5
2.6
2.6
2.6
2.6

—
—
—

“ —“

deductions with great speed.

Another feature is its double-checking of

previous calculations of all kinds.

Types of Rotary Calculators in Use
From Table 8, page 37, it is evident that of all the calcula
tors, the rotary is the most widely used.

Of the 99 firms, 63 use the

rotary calculator as compared to the 44 using the printing calculator
and 37 using the key-driven calculator.

Choices of machines are also

restricted to three specified brands.
Two firms use both electric and manual rotary calculators.
This machine has a large keyboard, which makes possible the
chance for double-checking and speed of operations, particularly for divi
sion and multiplication.

It is preferred for most large computations

when tapes giving a printed record are not important.

Since it is accu

rate to four decimal places, it is useful for large tax computations, engi
neering computations, estimates, budgets, complex discounts, and large
quantities and prices in billing.
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TABLE 8
TYPES OF ROTARY CALCULATORS USED AND
NUMBER OF BUSINESSES USING THEM

Manual

Make

Friden
Monroe
Marchant
Various

*

Per Cent

Electric

Per Cent

26
22
20
11

41.3
34.9
31.8
17.5

1.6
1.6

1
1
-

—

“

“-“

Types of Comptometers in Use
Table 9 (below) indicates that more manual comptometers than
any other manual machine are found in the various accounting departments.
Five firms possess both a manual and an electric comptometer, and four use
the manual machine only.

This machine is used by 35 firms contacted.

The Burroughs once again is the most popular make of machine.

TABLE 9
TYPES OF COMPTOMETERS USED AND NUMBER
OF BUSINESSES USING THEM
I

Make of
Comptometer
Various
Burroughs
Felt and Terrant
Comptometer
Monroe
Friden

Manual

Per Cent

Electric

Per Cent

4
2
2
1
-

11.4
5.7
5.7
2.9

11
10
6
2
2
1

31.5
28.6
7.1
5.7
5.7
2.9

-

—
—
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TABLE 10
TYPES OF BOOKKEEPING MACHINES USED AND
NUMBER OF BUSINESSES USING THEM

Manual

Make

National Cash Register
Burroughs
Various
Burroughs Sensimatic
National
Underwood
Elliott
Friden
Olivetti

Per Cent

Electric

Per Cent

21
14
9
4
2
2
1
1
1

42.9
28.6
18.3
8.1
4.1
4.1
2.0
2.0
2.0

. . .

-

—

-

—

-

—

-

—

-

—

-

—

“

—

~“

Types of Bookkeeping Machines in Use
The bookkeeping machine is used rather widely, according to
Table 10.

Of all the firms contacted, 55 use this type of machine.

This

time the National Cash Register holds priority.
This machine might be explained as a mechanical one-write
system.

Carbon interleafed forms are used.

Then a typewriter-like

keyboard with an adding machine attachment merely substitutes type
written letters and numbers for longhand.

Comparison of Uses of Various Machines
One business firm is stocked with every machine listed in
Table 11, page 39.

That table emphasizes the popularity of the ten-key

adding machine, due perhaps, to its size and utility.

Frequently they

are found on the desks both of the manager and clerical workers.
Among the calculators, the rotary can handle a greater volume
of work rapidly; this may be the reason for its being more serviceable
than the other two types of calculators.
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TABLE 11
THE NUMBER OF BUSINESSES USING
EACH TYPE OF MACHINE

Machine

Number of
Businesses

Per Cent

Ten-Key Adding
Rotary Calculator
Bookkeeping Machine
Full-Bank Adding
Printing Calculator
Key-Driven Calculator
Comptometer

86
63
55
52
44
37
35

86.8
63.6
55.5
52.5
44.4
37.4
35.3

Even though automation is rapidly taking over the tasks per
formed by these machines, we may conjecture that for a number of years
office machine operators will still be in demand.

Many of these machines

are utilized to process the clerical work which is necessary before it
can be used by the computers.

Other Machines Used in Accounting Departments
As we glance at the list of machines termed "Other Machines"
in Table 12, page 40, we are certain that every department has one or
more typewriters, copying machines of various types and uses, mailing
machines, addressographs, check signers and perforators, and so forth.
Usually employers take for granted that the questioner understands it
thus.

No doubt, the list in Table 12, page 40, is not even an exhaustive

list of the various other types of machines which we might see if we
toured the accounting departments.

The table presents a sufficient

picture as to the type of machines a beginner or some other person in
the department might be operating.
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TABLE 12
OTHER MACHINES USED IN
ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENTS

Other Machines Used

IBM Accounting
Billing (Burroughs)
Check Signer and Perforator
Payroll Machine
Photocopier and Reproducing
Addressograph
Dataphone Key Punch
Friden Key Punch
Mailing Machine
Mimo-N AcH
Olivetti Adding Machine
Typewriter
Western Union Teletype
Xerox

Number of
Business
Firms

5
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Number of Computer Units As Compared to Number Employed in Accounting
Department and in the Entire Business
From the data in Table 13, page 41, it is quite obvious that
the business organizations with a larger employee population in both the
accounting department and in the entire business have some type of
computer installation.
Six of the firms have central computer offices to which their
work is relayed.
business:

These units perform about the same function in each

invoicing, accounts receivable, payroll, general ledger,

inventories, billing, sales analysis, and cost reports.
A few interesting replies to the questionnaire follow
Table 13, page 41
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TABLE 13
USE OF COMPUTER UNITS AS COMPARED TO
NUMBER EMPLOYED IN ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT
AND IN THE ENTIRE BUSINESS ORGANIZATION

No. of Bus.
Employing
This Number

Using
Computer
Units

1- 10
11- 20
21- 30
31- 40
41- 50
51- 60
61- 70
71- 80
81- 90
91-100
101-121
450
589
838

40
20
16
6
4
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
1

9
13
13
6
3
1
2
2
0
2
1
1
0
1

Total

99
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Number in
Acctg. Dept.

Comments on Computer Installations

Total No.
Employed

No. of Firms
Employing
This Number

1- 100
101- 200
201- 300
301- 400
401- 500
501- 600
601- 700
701- 800
801- 900
901- 1000
1001- 1500
1501- 2000
2001- 2500
2501- 3000
3001- 3500
3501- 4000
4001- 4500
10 ,354
No Reply

20
5
6
5
4
7
7
2
4
6
8
4
4
1
2
1
1
1
11
99

Using
Computer
Units

8
1
2
0
2
5
3
2
4
4
6
4
4
1
2
0
1
1
-_4
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(As stated on questionnaires)

IBM installations used for preparation of weekly payroll, and all
other direct and indirect labor analysis and cost reports.

Four people

employed in IBM department.
Inventory control, payroll, and so forth, and certain other
personnel records are maintained on the computer.
We use IBM computers for all payroll, invoicing and sales
analysis work--also all related reports with direct costing on computers.
IBM will be here soon for Production Control Department.
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We have a central data processing center in Camillus, New York,
which computes payrolls, pays invoices, and does much of the bookkeeping
functions for us.
Computers are located in our home office in Hartford,
Connecticut, and deliver the final monthly controls and associated
material.
It is located at home office.

Cards punched locally and trans

mitted by direct wire to home office.
IBM-1401 located in Neenah, Wisconsin, which services several
plants.

We transmit via teletype and receive printouts, checks, and so

forth.

Attitudes Most Desired by Employers in Employees
The concentration of preferences according to Table 14, page
43, lie in the areas of:

Accepting responsibility, ability to follow

instructions, promptness, and initiative.

Such traits as honesty,

courtesy, good grooming, and ability to meet people are deemed necessary
i
to employment.

Other Activities of Employees in Accounting Department
Typing, as Table 15, page 44, indicates takes the lead among
the other activities in which high school graduates in bookkeeping posi
tions might find themselves engaged.

Filing also ranks high.

Those

listed as Other are definitely beginners' tasks or activities performed
in the smaller firms because it is not necessary to employ additional
people to do these routine tasks.
Through the performance of these tasks, the beginner gradually
becomes acquainted with the policies of that particular business firm.
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TABLE 14
ATTITUDES PREFERRED BY EMPLOYERS
IN PROSPECTIVE EMPLOYEES

Rank
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

.

Trait

Frequency

Ability to follow
instructions
26 20 11 9 0
Initiative
8 14 9 11 9
Accepting Respon
sibility
9 14 16 10 7
Promptness
6 13 7 4 10
Honesty
19 9 5 14 6
Ability to get
along
6 6 9 4 8
Good Grooming
0 0 1 2 7
Good Organization
5 3 7 6 6
Loyalty
6 4 4 2 6
Open-mindedness
1 2 6 6 6
Friendliness
1 1 3 1 2
Helpfulness
1 1 7 7 6
Courtesy
1 1 4 4 6
Respect for Others'
0 1 2 3 1
Property
Ability to Meet
0 0 1 1 0
People
OTHER
Accuracy
Intelligence
Knowledge of Job
Speed

Total

9
8

0
7

1
5

2
0

0
0

0
1

1
4

0
0

0
0

0 0
0 0

79
76

4
9
1

2
3
5

5
8
0

1
5
3

2
2
3

1
1
0

1
4
0

1
1
1

1
2
3

1 0
0 0
1 1

75
75
71

7
6
8
3
6
1
8
2

8 3
6 1
5 4
6 6
8 7
8 5
4 8
1 10

4
9
3
4
2
9
7
9

8 3
5 4
5 3
5 10
4 9
7 7
5 4
9 4

1
5
3
2
3
3
4
4

1 0
9 10
6 2
6 2
3 3
4 11
3 0
6 1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

70
67
67
67
67
65
65
64

1

4

0

6

3

7 11

7

2 10 0
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2

3

0

1

0

3

3 12 20 1
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5

2
2
1
1
1
2
0
1

2 1 i
1
1
1

3
1
1
1

Future Changes in the Accounting Department
To the question, "Do you foresee any major changes in the
present set-up (excluding computers) of your bookkeeping department in
the near future?," 84 replied in the negative, 10 answered in the affir
mative, and 5 made no reply.

TABLE 15
MISCELLANEOUS ACTIVITIES IN WHICH
BOOKKEEPERS ARE ENGAGED

Activity

Typewriting
File Clerk Activities
No Response
Receptionist Activities
None
OTHER
Cashier Work
Mail Clerk Activities
Addressograph Operation
Basic Clerical Activities
Duplicating
Guide Activities
Key Punch Operation
Offset Operation
Payroll Work
Remittance Clerk Activities
Secretarial Activities
Selling
Switchboard Operation
Using Copying Machines
Writing Voucher Checks

Number of
Responses

64
57
14
12
11

2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

The positive replies were-1.

As we mechanize more and more, we need higher caliber

people, with the intelligence to monitor and analyze machine output,
2.

More mechanization.

3.

Smaller units of electronic equipment for use in small

4.

None, except conversion to data processing.

5.

Computer will make a great difference in the future.

offices.
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6.

More analysis of financial information for management use

such as budget reports, sales information, and expense analysis.
7.

Improvement of organization.

8.

Computers now handle detail in summarizing Accounts Recei

vable, Accounts Payable, Payroll, and so forth.

Decisions on just how

this data is to be handled are made by accounting department personnel.
9.

Will probably change from process cost system to job order

cost system.
10.

Due to embarking into several new ventures (diversifying

our whole business) the bookkeeping departments are being expanded and
much broader ranges of talents and training will be required.

Bookkeeping Activities and Business Forms
Traditional bookkeeping is rapidly fading out of the picture.
No longer is a bookkeeper expected to be able to perform all the acti
vities, because specialization has also invaded the functions of the
accounting department.

Each person is expected to know only those acti

vities connected with his specific assignment.

The volume of output in

our industrial organizations is such that one person could hardly per
form all these functions satisfactorily.

This division of labor also

acts as a good internal checking system on possible errors or grave
misdeeds.
Our expanded economy, with credit buying, borrowing, lending,
plant expansion, and government regulations in the form of various taxes
has made accounting very complex and diversified.
In most cases a male with a Bachelor of Science degree in
accounting is in demand in our accounting departments; females operate
the machines and perform clerical duties which precede the final

production of financial statements.
work is done on IBM equipment.

Furthermore, much of this routine

A knowledge of bookkeeping forms and

activities is obviously essential to help the individual understand the
IBM reports.

Some questionnaires indicated that in the future many or

most "bookkeeping" functions will be processed by the IBM computer
equipment.

w"

*

Types of Tests Administered to Applicants
Of the 99 business organizations contacted, 57 administer one
or more types of tests; 39 required no entrance application test; and 3
entered no response.

>

The classification of tests which follows indicates the type of
tests administered to job applicants.
Aptitude Tests;

Six responses merely indicated that some type

of aptitude test is administered.
Clerical Tests:
test.

Eight firms give some type of clerical aptitude

Two business organizations specified the particular type of cleri

cal aptitude test they administer:

Minnesota Clerical and Bell System

Clerical Battery of Tests.
Intelligence Tests:

Five firms depend on the results of some

type of general intelligence test.
Employment Office Tests:

Four replied that they employ those

who have been tested at the employment office.
Usually tested at State Employment office.

Two specify thus:

Some of our employees are

direct applications and the rest are referrals from the employment office.
and General test in specific job area by the state employment service.
Wonderlie:

Six firms require that their applicants be sub

jected to the Wonderlic.
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Personality Tests;
firms.

This type of test is utilized by three

One questionnaire stated that the Sadler personality test is

administered to prospective employees.
Job Area:
replies were:

Two definitely test on job qualification.

Their

Basic Job Analysis Types; and Both written and oral

examinations according to job classification.
Mathematics Tests:

No qualifying statements accompany the

five replies which indicated some type of basic mathematics test.
Miscellaneous Tests:

Other types of tests mentioned cannot be

classified in the same categories as those just described.

Following are

some of the responses.
1.

We have devised our own.

We attempt to test for analytical

ability and general arithmetic.
2.

Oral and written--simple type evaluation.

3.

Spelling

4.

Thurstone Temperament, Practical Judgement AH, Purdue Per

sonnel, Purdue Word Meaning, California BB, Psychological Corporation
of America, How to Supervise-Form A, Mechanical Comprehension BB, Wonderlie Personnel Test.

Test given depends on type of job.

College

graduates take all.
5.

Informal appraisal of qualification.

6.

Typing and Personnel Tests.

7.

Various tests.

8.

Basic (?)

9.

Typing and Wonderlic tests for the women.

10.
typewriting.

Basic knowledge--performance on typewriter if job requires
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11.

Interview, medical examination.

Both important.

12.

Key punch, IBM, and typing to some.

Twelve responded "Yes" but did not indicate types or titles of
tests.

Helpful Suggestions from Employers
The following unedited comments were given as "Helpful Sug
gestions."
1.

Cost accounting is becoming more important in industry.

2.

Speed and accuracy are most important.

3.

Bookkeeping as such is important from a theoretical back

ground in larger companies.

Emphasis is shifting to mathematics,

machine applications and data processing.
4.

We are a company with over 2000 employees and sales of

approximately $30,000,000.

Our accounting functions are divided between

payroll, cost, billing and accounting departments.

The accounting de

partment consists of 9 people--4 males and 5 females.

Our female help

does not perform the final bookkeeping functions but does the clerical
work involved such as all postings on the bookkeeping machines, checking
cash receipts and preparing deposits, and writing all checks in payment
of our liabilities.
5.

Make sure they understand a debit from a credit.

6.

Two items:

Show how the subsidiary ledgers tie into the

general ledger through a control card.

I have noticed in high school

graduates that this is confusing when you have many subsidiary ledgers.
Pound hard on double entry bookkeeping theory.
good thinker which is needed, as I see it.
concerning this questionnaire.

This is the basis for a

Thank you for contacting me

7.
to listen.

I like your approach--Teach the young people to think and
The clerical work is being done on the computer and so much

information can be supplied by the computer, but people must be taught
to use that material through analysis and thinking about the content of
the material.

Best to you, Sister, and please continue the good work

by teaching the pupils to do the same type of thinking.
8.

More machine work.

Better actual skill in actual work

situations.
9.

Train people in accuracy, humbleness, and writing better.

10.
be helpful.

For our purposes, more emphasis on cost accounting would
Most of our work will require more knowledge than can be

gained in one year of bookkeeping, consequently most of our accountants
are college graduates.
11.

This does not include the people in our Data Processing

Department who do financial work along with other types of reports.

Most

of the men now hired in our accounting department now have college
degrees or business school training.
12.

Because we are a large company, our accounting is handled

largely by college accounting majors.

Small businesses could get by with

limited bookkeeping perhaps.
13.

(1) Take the necessary time and care to perform a task cor

rectly the first time.

Rechecking work is time consuming.

(2) If you

don't understand instructions ask to have them explained again.

(3) As

a Sister of mine in Brooklyn, N. Y . , at Nativity School used to say:

"If

you accept a job in heaven's name go to work and do a job to the best of
your ability."
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14.
dures.

It is hard to associate your questionnaire to our proce

The largest number of employees need only a small amount of book

keeping, as most jobs also require typing.

The tabulating installation

eliminated a lot of the routine bookkeeping duties.
15.

Thorough knowledge of the subject is essential.

Beyond

that the ability to think through each job and understand how it fits the
whole system.
16.

Make their figures neat.

Make clear to them the difference

between a debit and a credit; being able to accept helpful hints without
getting upset.
17.

Frequent field trips to business organizations, so that

students could see them in operation, and become acquainted with compu
ters in a general way, and learn something about data collection systems
and other new mechanical aids to accounting and bookkeeping, would be of
great assistance to the student.
18.
posted books.

Most courses of instruction are pointed to manual and hand
With data processing, we do not journalize or maintain

journals; most textbooks teach and illustrate with manual systems, which
is satisfactory to teach principles.

However, in practice the student

will not encounter them with data processing systems.
19.

If I can be of any further help please contact me.

Fifty

per cent of our women are older and mature and have been around for
awhile and know their jobs inside out.

The younger ones are of the

highest caliber and do a fine job.
20.

So much of our bookkeeping is performed by computers at

our Data Processing Center.

Our plant hires at the clerk-typist level

and moves what we consider the better girls into accounting.

We have a

payroll section which transmits data daily to our computer and receives
back pay information to check.

The cost section has to do with standard

costs.

Training for any office position in our plant would be at the

plant.

Basic knowledge of typing, business mathematics and bookkeeping

are always helpful, and, as you can see from the way I write someone with
good basic English is needed.
21.

Accuracy is of prime importance.

22.

The average age in our accounting department is 40; this

has been due to the young one's attitude about work.

Our wages are

average, the supervision good; but still they want more money, less work,
and have no initiative.
23.

(He marked initiative as second in importance).

Use of realistic case studies along with learning the fun

damentals and principles.

The more realistic the case studies or prac

tice problems, the closer this type of training can match practical
experience.
24.

In addition to fundamentals and theory there is need for

a greater development in proprietorship attitudes.
25.

Thorough understanding of basic arithmetic.

understanding of basic accounting practices.
of students.

Stress good "common sense."

Thorough

Develop analytical ability

Develop good cost accounting

programs and courses in computer set-up, and so forth.
26.

Add forecasting and budgeting to the commercial curri

culum.
27.

Most of our work involves high volume so that no single

person is involved in all the facets of double entry bookkeeping.

Our

female clerical help needs to have general clerical aptitude, including
typing, filing, ten-key adder, calculator and an ability with numbers.
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Because they will be trained for a specific job, high school bookkeeping
is not specifically necessary, though the background and discipline of
preparing work papers helps.

Many of the activities you indicate on

page 1 are handled by computer and/or male college graduates.
28.

A head of a department is always open to answer questions,

make suggestions, and so forth, so I think it is to make the worker
realize that communications between the boss and worker are always open
and should be used.

Lack of understanding is perhaps the greatest cause

of errors--big and small.
29.

Basic knowledge of bookkeeping understanding of what they

are doing as well as why.
30.

Additional training while on the job.

Our bookkeeping, as a function of the accounting department

is entirely done by machine (IBM 407 Punch-card).
ment is staffed by college graduates.

Our accounting depart

We accept lower educational

training for clerical and secretarial jobs.

The accounting department

is faced with supplying the ever-increasing demands of management for
information.

Accumulation, organization, presentation and analysis of

financial data is what the accounting student should be preparing himself
for.

Hand posted records are becoming a thing of the past.
31.

Stenographic skills are more in demand than bookkeeping

skills, presently.
demand.

Good typists who can take shorthand are always in

There is a shortage of girls able to transcribe letters from a

dictaphone at over 50 words per minute.
and punctuation.

Re-emphasize spelling, grammar

In a computerized business such as ours the bookkeeping

skills are not a necessity since the IBM department has taken over so
many functions of it.

Sorry I couldn't be of more help.
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32.

In my opinion, the fundamentals of bookkeeping should be

stressed, what is the difference between assets and liabilities and
debits and credits and how they are related.

Even though the general

office help in our accounting department has nothing to do with the
general ledger work or financial statements, it gives them a better idea
of the particular work they are doing.

Secondly, it should also be em

phasized that although they learn the fundamentals they should be prepared
to change and apply this knowledge to the particular methods of book
keeping which may be used in the various concerns.
33.

The main problem we have with the younger generation is the

ability to "stick to the job."
older person does.

They do not work as hard at a job as an

I would like results of this survey if possible.

I

find it very interesting and I would like to know how we compare with
others.
34.

All accounting is handled by four or five employees with a

university degree in accounting, plus years of experience who write all
accounting procedures and program the work for clerks to perform and
prepare documents for punched card machines.
I
1
35. We very seldom would add a person just out of high school
to our accounting department.

A person might start, for instance, in our

file room, mail room or some department where he or she would become
somewhat familiar with our company.
36.

Impart the importance of giving a good day's work for a

good day's pay and that the employer is in the business for a profit.
Good luck!
37.

Students should be given some instruction in computer

application of accounting.

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

One purpose of this study was to determine employment policies
regarding high school graduates.

Another purpose was to find out which

of the common business machines are used most.

To determine which general

bookkeeping activities and other activities are performed by high school
graduates and what types of tests are administered to future employees
were further purposes of this study.
To realize this objective, a two-page questionnaire was sent to
a selected group of business firms.

(See Exhibit G, pages 70-71).

returned questionnaires were studied and analyzed.

The

Those not tabulated

were treated in a detailed discussion.

Conclusions
It seems justifiable to claim that contributions have been made
from this study.

Therefore, within its limitations, the following con

clusions appear to be warranted;
1.

This study found that high school graduates are employed in

our present-day accounting departments of business firms.
2.

Usually these graduates will be performing some of the

"lower" jobs, such as mail routing, filing, typing, or some clerical task
until the employee becomes acquainted with the policies of the company.
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3.

If he seems fit for advancement, he may be likely to

participate in an on-the-job training program.
4.

If he wishes to advance, he will need to get more education

either in a business school, college, or on the job if he had at least
two years of bookkeeping while in high school.
5.
used.

Various adding and calculating and bookkeeping machines are

It would, therefore, be very advantageous to the applicant if he

had an operational knowledge of these machines.
6.
tions.

All large corporations have some type of computer installa

Medium-sized and smaller companies will soon be able to afford

such machines made especially for the small business.
c

7.

With more computerization, higher caliber personnel are

needed and wanted in the department.
8.

Manual bookkeeping is fast disappearing.

Therefore, no one

person will be expected to perform all the bookkeeping activities of
journalizing and posting.
9.

Financial statements are drawn up by the accountant who

must be able to explain and analyze them to anyone who desires this
information.
10.

Attitudes, especially honesty and courtesy, are very

necessary for employment.

Skills are often considered less important

than certain desired attitudes.
11.

In smaller businesses, the employees of the accounting

department will be engaged in duties performed by the receptionist,
typist, and file clerk.
12.

Usually some type of test, either general intelligence,

general aptitude, or personality type is administered.
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13.

Because of increased productivity, most organizations wil

be forced to make some vital change in their departments to keep up with
the needs of management.

Recommendations
Based on the results of this study, the following recommenda
tions appear to be justified:
1.

Encourage high school students of high caliber to pursue

further education in accounting.
2.

A liberal arts background is essential;

Stress the need of accuracy in all work.

In this space age

accounting, errors are too expensive.
3.

Besides building up many skills, teach attitudes, such as

honesty, courtesy, doing a day's job for a day's pay, getting along with
people, listening to instructions, and being open to suggestions.
4.

Spelling, grammar, punctuation, and legible handwriting are

of greatest importance in present-day communications.
5.

Develop some skill on adding and calculating machines and

on the electric typewriter in those who wish to pursue study in accounting.
6.
problems.

The more realistic these case problems, the better.
7.

nology.

Use many case problems so students learn to THINK and solve

Teach at least the fundamental language of computer termi

Students should realize that these machines do not deprive people

of a job, but really provide work for those educated and trained to think
and analyze.
8.

Clarify the fact that the bookkeeping learned in school

does not always correspond to what is done on the job.
bookkeeping is not too popular any longer.

After all, manual
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9.

There are many branches of accounting included in these:

government, private, and public.
greatest chance of advancement.

The private accountant often has the
Many of the managers and presidents of

our largest corporations at one time were accountants.
10.

The main purpose of accounting today is to aid management

in making vital decisions.
11.

Knowledge of cost of materials, overhead, expenses,

machinery, depreciation, and so forth, are all a necessary part of
accounting knowledge.
12.

So are forecasting and budgeting.

Teachers should keep in close contact with business organi

zations in order to be alerted to the changes which are constantly and
rapidly occurring in accounting practices.
13.

Upgrade the accounting image.

Have accountants come to

your school and acquaint students with the vast opportunities which lie
ahead in this field.
14.
good.

This field is vast and interesting.

The salaries are

More intelligent and industrious people are needed in it.
15.

Employ the assistance of local business organizations for

scholarships, foundations or grants for further study, and research in
this profession.
16.

Visit the accounting department of a local business or

businesses of various sizes and observe the department in operation.

Suggestions for Further Study
1.

Inquire about the procedure for securing grants or govern

ment foundations for studies in business administration or accounting.
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2.

A study based on the latest government legislation

concerning aid to business education and how adequate these funds are and
to what they have been utilized could be conducted.
3.

Determine how many corporations, in the past or currently,

have presidents, vice presidents, or other high officials who at one time
were in the accounting department of that corporation.
4.

Investigate how many large corporations would be interested

in contributing to a general fund which could be used as a scholarship
fund to be applied to students of promise in our business education
courses.
5.

Determine uniform set of standards and skills which would

be acceptable to all business organizations.
tate the teaching process.

!

This would greatly facili

APPENDIX

EXHIBIT A

CITIES CONTACTED FOR THE STUDY

Illinois
1 Addison*
1 Antioch*
Aurora
1 Belleville*
Brookfield*
3 Champaign*
2 Chicago*
2 Decatur*
Des Plaines
1 Elgin*
1 Elmhurst*
Evanston
2 Freeport*
1 Geneva*
Highland Park*
2 La Salle*
Moline*
2 Park Ridge*
3 Peoria*
1 River Forest*
Rockford*
Savanna
Schiller Park
Skokie
3 St. Charles*
Urbana*
Wilmette*

Iowa
Ames
1 Atlantic*
Boone
4 Burlington*
1 Carroll*
1 Cedar Falls*
1 Cedar Rapids*
1 Charles City*
1 Cherokee*
Clinton
Council Bluffs
2 Davenport*
3 Des Moines*
1 Dubuque*
1 Fairfield*
2 Fort Dodge*
3 Ft. Madison*
1 Iowa City*
1 Jefferson*
2 Keokuk*
1 Marshalltown*
1 Mason City*
Muscatine*
1 Newton*
1 Oelwein*

Minnesota
1 Albert Lea*
Crookston
Faribault
Hastings
1 Lake City*
1 Jackson*
1 Mankato*
Mendota*
Minneapolis*
1 Northfield*
Osseo
2 Owatonna*
1 Red Wing*
1 Rochester*
Spring Park*
4 St. Paul*
1 Winona*

Wisconsin
Baraboo
1 Fond du Lac
2 Fontana*
2 Ft. Atkinso
Gillett
2 Green Bay*
1 Hudson*
1 Janesville*
Kenosha
1 Kewaunee*
1 Kohler*
3 La Crosse*
2 Madison*
3 Manitowoc*
2 Milwaukee*
Oconomowoc
Oshkosh
1 Plymouth*
2 Racine*
1 Sheboygan*
Two Rivers
Watertown*
3 Waukesha*
1 Waupun*
Wausau*
1 West Allis*
White Lake*

The asterisk following the name of the city indicates that the
Chamber of Commerce sent its membership bulletin to the writer.
The number preceding the name of the city indicates how many
business organizations in that city are included in the study.
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EXHIBIT B

ST. LUKE'S CONVENT
St. Lucas, Iowa
February 23, 1965

Chamber of Commerce

Gentlemen:
Every now and then it is necessary for us to evaluate our
teaching methods. For this reason I am asking you to cooperate
with me by sending me, in the stamped and addressed envelope
a list of the very large, large, and medium-sized corporations,
partnerships, and sole proprietorships located in your city.
The addresses of these businesses will certainly be sincerely
appreciated. Five of each category (corporation--very large and
large--, partnership, and sole proprietorship) will be suf
ficient to give me the information I need in order to conduct
this survey of bookkeeping and accounting practices utilized in
these companies.
Your promptness and cooperation will be appreciated.
Sincerely,

Sister M. Joanina
Business Education Teacher
/

Enclosure
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EXHIBIT C
BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS CONTACTED
FOR THE STUDY

ADDISON, ILLINOIS
Jensen-Thorsen Company
301 Interstate Road

CARROLL, IOWA
Farner Bocken Company

V

ALBERT LEA, MINNESOTA
Wilson & Company

CEDAR FALLS, IOWA
Clay Equipment Corporation

ANTIOCH, ILLINOIS
Quaker Industries, Inc.
90 McMillen Road

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
Penick and Ford, Ltd., Inc.
920 First Street, S. W.

ATLANTIC, IOWA
Henningsen Steel
501 West 2nd

CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS
Collegiate Cap and Gown
1000 North Market

BELLEVILLE, ILLINOIS
Carling Brewing Company
1201 West E. Street

CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS
Eisner Grocery Company
301 Wilbur Heights

BURLINGTON, IOWA
International Resistance Co.
2850 Mt. Pleasant Street

CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS
Non Academic Personnel Office
University of Illinois

BURLINGTON, IOWA
Leopold Company
914 Osborn Street

CHARLES CITY, IOWA
Oliver Corporation

BURLINGTON, IOWA
Mason & Hanger-Silas Mason Co.
(Iowa Armory Ammunition Plant)
Middletown, Iowa

CHEROKEE, IOWA
Brown Shoe Fit Co., Inc.

BURLINGTON, IOWA
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.
Subsidiary of General Telephone
& Electronics Corporation
2825 Mt. Pleasant Street

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Bethlehem Steel Company
Prudential Plaza
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CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Mechanical Plating Company
1500-26 W. Hubbard Street

ELMHURST, ILLINOIS
Alan Htg. & Air Conditioning
510 Spring Road

DAVENPORT, IOWA
Bendix Aviation Corporation
2734 Hickory Grove Road

FAIRFIELD, IOWA
Philco Corporation

DAVENPORT, IOWA
Oscar Mayer & Company
1337 W. 2nd Street

FOND DU LAC, WISCONSIN
Wells Manufacturing Company
12 S. Brooke Street

DECATUR, ILLINOIS
Decatur Pump Company
2750 Nelson Park Road

FONTANA, WISCONSIN
Beamco, Inc.

DECATUR, ILLINOIS
Mueller Company
500 West Eldorado Street

FONTANA, WISCONSIN
U. S. Gypsum Company

DES MOINES, IOWA
Cowles Magazines &
Broadcasting, Inc.
Ill Tenth Street

FORT ATKINSON, WISCONSIN
Larsen Company
452 Jones Avenue

DES MOINES, IOWA
Firestone Tire & Rubber Company
Second & Hoffman Road

FORT ATKINSON, WISCONSIN
Thomas Industries
700 Oak Street

l
DES MOINES, IOWA
Iowa Packing Company
S. E. 18th and Maury

FORT DODGE, IOWA
Ft. Dodge Laboratories, Inc.
Warden Building

DUBUQUE, IOWA
Dubuque Packing Company
18th and Sycamore

FORT DODGE, IOWA
Geo. A. Hormel & Company
160 N. 1st Street

ELGIN, ILLINOIS
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Company
900 N, State Street

FORT MADISON, IOWA
Anchor Metals Division
Electronics Specialty Co., L.A
Ft. of 27th Street
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FORT MADISON, IOWA
E. I. Dupont DeNemours & Co.
35th & Avenue G

JEFFERSON, IOWA
American Athletic Equipment Co
Box 386

FORT MADISON, IOWA
W. A. Sheaffer Pen Company
311 Avenue H

KEOKUK, IOWA
Hubinger Company
601 Main Street

FREEPORT, ILLINOIS
Structo Mfg. Company
Highway 75, East

KEOKUK, IOWA
Sheller Manufacturing Corp.
Dryden Keokuk Div.
3200 Jackson Street

FREEPORT, ILLINOIS
Western Newell
916 S. Arcade

KEWAUNEE, WISCONSIN
Leyse Aluminum Company

GENEVA, ILLINOIS
Portable Electric Tools, Inc.
1200 East State Street

KOHLER, WISCONSIN
Kohler Manufacturing Company

GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN
Fort Howard Paper Company
1919 South Broadway

LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN
Allis Chalmers Mfg. Company
301 No. 3rd Street

GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN
Green Bay Packaging, Inc.
831 Doblon Street

LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN
La Crosse Rubber Mills
St. Andrew & Loomis Street

HUDSON, WISCONSIN
Nor-Lake, Inc.

LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN
Northern Plastics Corp.
2nd & Market Streets

IOWA CITY, IOWA
Owens Brush Company
Lower Muscatine Road

LAKE CITY, MINNESOTA
Tennant & Hoyt

JACKSON, MINNESOTA
Willett's Ready Mix

LA SALLE, ILLINOIS
Matthiessen & Hegeler Zinc Co.
1375 Ninth Street

JANESVILLE, WISCONSIN
Parker Pen Company
219 East Court Street

LA SALLE, ILLINOIS
Westclox Division
General Time Corporation
315 Fifth Street
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MADISON, WISCONSIN
Carnes Corporation
448 Main St., Verona

NEWTON, IOWA
Maytag Company

MADISON, WISCONSIN
Dairy Equipment Company
1919 S. Stoughton Road

NORTHFIELD, MINNESOTA
The G. T. Schjeldahl Company
Box 170

MANITOWOC, WISCONSIN
Imperial-Eastman Corporation
1440 North 24th Street

OELWEIN, IOWA
Speedy Mfg. Company
City Park Road

MANITOWOC, WISCONSIN
Manitowoc Engineering Company
Div. of the Mtwc. Co., Inc.
South 16th Street

0WAT0NNA, MINNESOTA
Gandy Company

MANITOWOC, WISCONSIN
Mirro Aluminum Company
1512 Washington Street

0WAT0NNA, MINNESOTA
Josten's

MANKATO, MINNESOTA
Mankato Ornamental Iron Co.
1344 Woodland Avenue

PARK RIDGE, ILLINOIS
Aetna Insurance Company
300 S. Northwest Hwy.

MARSHALLTOWN, IOWA
Lennox Industries
200 So. 12th Avenue

PARK RIDGE, ILLINOIS
Lutheran General Hospital
1775 Dempster Street

MASON CITY, IOWA
American Crystal Sugar Co.
R. R. #4, Hwy. 65 No.

PEORIA, ILLINOIS
Caterpillar Tractor Company

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
AC Spark Plug Div., GMC
7929 South Howell Avenue

PEORIA, ILLINOIS
Pabst Brewing Company
4541 N. Prospect R.
P0 Box 3217

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
Wisconsin Telephone Company
722 N. Broadway

PEORIA, ILLINOIS
Peoria & Pekin Union Railway Co
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PLYMOUTH, WISCONSIN
Stokely Van Camp, Inc.
Cold Storage Street

ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA
American Can Company
97 E. 12th Street

RACINE, WISCONSIN
Modine Manufacturing Company
1500 DeKoven Avenue

ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.
2501 Hudson Rd.

RACINE, WISCONSIN
Western Playing Card Company
1220 Mound Avenue

ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA
Northwest Publication Inc.
55 East Fourth Street

RED WING, MINNESOTA
Red Wing Shoe Company

ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA
Waldorf Paper Products Co.
2250 Wabash Avenue

RIVER FOREST, ILLINOIS
Electrolux Corporation
200 Chicago Avenue
Oak Park, Illinois

WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN
Amron Corporation
525 Progress Avenue

ROCHESTER, MINNESOTA
Coca-Cola Bottling Company
1803-14th Street, N. W.

WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN
Waukesha Motor Company
W. St. Paul Avenue

SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN
Armour Leather Company
1113 Maryland Avenue

WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN
Waukesha Rubber Co., Inc.
324 W. College Avenue

ST. CHARLES, ILLINOIS
Dukane Corporation
103 North Eleventh

WAUPUN, WISCONSIN
Landaal Brothers, Inc.
16 E. Main Street

ST. CHARLES, ILLINOIS
Hawley Products Company
333 North Sixth Street

WEST ALLIS, WISCONSIN
Kearney Trecker Corporation
555 South 108th Street

ST. CHARLES, ILLINOIS
Owens-Illinois Glass Company
Wayne Twp., P. 0. Box 409

WINONA, MINNESOTA
Armour Agricultural Chemical

EXHIBIT D

ST. LUKE'S CONVENT
St. Lucas, Iowa

Accounting Department Head:
Every now and then it is necessary for us to evaluate our
teaching methods. I am very much interested in bookkeeping and
accounting, and surely want to impart all the necessary and
important knowledge to my bookkeeping students. I feel that many
are not too well prepared to really get and keep a good job due
to insufficient knowledge in this field.
I am, therefore, enclosing a questionnaire which I hope you will
answer and return promptly in the stamped and addressed envelope.
By using this information, I hope to improve my teaching methods
and procedures in order to better prepare these students for a
job in bookkeeping or accounting.
If you are interested in the results of this study, I shall be
glad to forward the same to you.
Your promptness and cooperation will be much appreciated.
Sincerely,

Sister M. Joanina
Business Education Teacher
Enclosures
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EXHIBIT E

ST. LUKE'S CONVENT
St. Lucas, Iowa

Accounting Department Head:
Every now and then it is necessary for us to evaluate our
teaching methods. I am very much interested in bookkeeping and
accounting, and surely want to impart all the necessary and
important knowledge to my bookkeeping students. I feel that many
are not too well prepared to really get and keep a good job due to
insufficient knowledge in this field.
I am, therefore, enclosing a questionnaire which I hope you will
answer and return promptly in the stamped and addressed envelope.
By using this information, I hope to improve my teaching methods
and procedures in order to better prepare these students for a
job in bookkeeping or accounting.
If you are interested in the results of this study, I shall be
glad to forward the same to you.
Your promptness and cooperation will be much appreciated.
Sincerely,

Sister M. Joanina
Business Education Teacher
Enclosures

About a month ago you received a letter, questionnaire, and a
stamped, addressed envelope. To date, I have received no answer.
May I, therefore, ask you to give this request your immediate
attention. Whether your accounting department is complex or
simple, fill in the questionnaire and return promptly.
Your promptness will be much appreciated.
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EXHIBIT F

FOLLOW-UP CARD SENT TO THE HEAD OF THE ACCOUNTING
DEPARTMENT OF THE BUSINESSES CONTACTED

1419 Cass Street
La Crosse, Wisconsin
August 25, 1965
Accounting Department Head:
Last spring you received a two-page questionnaire, which you
were asked to answer and return promptly. I do not find your
completed questionnaire among those which were returned.
Just answer the questions as they pertain to your department.
If you employ only one person, or an auditor, or a large number
makes no difference.
May I hear from you soon.
Sincerely,
Sister M. Joanina
1

/
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EXHIBIT G

QUESTIONNAIRE

How many are employed by the bookkeeping and accounting department?
___
How many are employed by the entire organization?
___
Do you accept high school graduates in your bookkeeping or accounting
department?
Yes___ No_
If so, what is usually their first job if they had:
(a) one year of bookkeeping in high school?________________________________
(b) one year of bookkeeping and the use of manual machines?_______________
(c) one year of bookkeeping and the use of both manual and electric machines?

Do you give any type of job training?
(Use check mark, please)
Yes___ No
(a) pre-service ______
(b) in-service ______
(c) work experience ______
MACHINES
Which machines are used in your department? Indicate requested information
with a check mark in the first two columns and a name in the last column.

Full bank adding machine
Ten-key adding machine
Printing calculator
Key-driven calculator
Rotary calculator
Comptometer
Bookkeeping Machine
Others

ELECTRIC

MANUAL

MAKE OR MANUFACTURER

________
________
________
________
________
________
________

______
______
______
______
______
______
______

_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

Do you use computers instead of any of the above machines?
Yes___ No_
C o m m e n t s : _______________________________ ,____________________________

Number the following qualities in the order of your preference:
____ Friendliness
____ Loyalty
____ Helpfulness (without being ask
____ Accepting responsibility
____ Courtesy
____ Honesty
____ Ability
to follow instructions
____ Ability
to getalong

____ Promptness (on the job and in
completing a job)
____ Respect for others' property
____ Good grooming
____ Good organization
____ Initiative
____ Open-mindedness (to suggestions)
____ Ability to meet people
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ACTIVITIES AND BUSINESS FORMS
Which of the following are your bookkeepers expected to know how to perform?
Indicate with a check mark.
Balance accounts
Balance sheet
Bank deposit slips
Bill of lading
Close accounts
Endorse checks
Find depreciation of fixed assets
Income tax returns
Invoices
Journals
Make a trial balance
Petty cash register
Petty cash voucher

Post to any type of ledger
Prepare a payroll
Prepare a work sheet
Profit and loss statement
(Income statement)
Purchase order
Reconcile bank statement
Record fixed assets
Schedule of accounts payable
Schedule of accounts receivable
Social security forms
Withholding tax statements
Write checks

Please list any others of major importance:

Do your bookkeepers engage in other activities such as:
(Use check mark)
____ Receptionist
Others:
(Please list)
____ File clerk
__________________________________
____ Typist
__________________________________

Do you foresee any major changes in the present set-up (excluding computers)
of your bookkeeping department in the near future?
Yes___ No_

Do you require entrance test(s) for applicants?
What type(s)?________________________________

Yes

No

Please list any helpful suggestions regarding our teaching of bookkeeping so
we can prepare better workers for your department.
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